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          uCertify Learn
        

        
          A comprehensive, interactive, and cloud-based Educational Platform
        

        
          

uCertify is a highly interactive, cloud-based and device-enabled, course development, teaching and learning management platform for uCertify is specifically designed to deliver certification, higher ed, vocational, corporate, and workforce development and readiness training programs to diverse audiences with different proficiency levels.

Since such training requires a hands-on approach, uCertify LEARN is designed to deliver hands-on labs and virtual environments - a feature that sets uCertify apart from other solutions.

uCertify works with over 500 higher education institutions in the United States and have served millions of happy customers in over 150 countries worldwide.

uCertify is one of the most decorated education technology companies in educational award's history with 35 CODiE awards in the past nine years. uCertify was also named one of the 2016's trendsetters with traction by ETIN SIIA.
Powerful and scalable infrastructure and 24x7x365 support.
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                A single platform to deliver Lessons, Labs, Quizzes, Flashcards and Assessments
              

              
                Unlike other platforms, uCertify has everything needed to learn a new skill in one place. A uCertify courseware comes complete with Lessons, Labs, Quizzes, Flashcards, TestPrep and Assessments. Everything is built from the ground up resulting in a seamless experience. This approach has several benefits such as reduced cognitive load on learners, ADA compliance, better mobile application to name a few.
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                Experiential & Hands-on
              

              
                When you say skills, vocational, certification or workforce training, we hear interactive, experiential and hands-on Labs as part of the courseware. uCertify has seven types of hands-on Labs and over 50 interaction items. A feature that sets uCertify apart from other solutions.
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                Instructor Led, Mentor Guided or Self Paced
              

              
                Instructor-led mode is used by schools in more traditional class settings both online and on-ground. Mentor guided mode is mostly used by schools providing competency-based education where the uCertify platform helps identify student needs so that mentors can be both efficient and effective.Professionals and students can plan and complete their studies at their own pace.
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                Competency Based Education (CBE) or Traditional
              

              
                uCertify courses can be configured to focus on measuring a learner’s ability to perform a task or achieve a specific skill, rather than just their knowledge of a subject. As CBE is typically more hands-on, it is well supported by uCertify’s hands-on labs.
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                Synchronous or asynchronous mode
              

              
                uCertify can be paired with any screen sharing software to deliver  a traditional, synchronous training. However, we go the extra mile - uCertify is designed to provide guided learning which comes complete with remediation and is auo-graded. In addition, we provide 24x7x365 support, making asynchronous training not only possible but very effective.
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                In your browser AND on your device
              

              
                Windows, Mac, ChromeOS , Linux, iOS Phone and Tablet, Android Phone and Tablet.
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                Cost-Effective
              

              
                Cloud-based. Powerful and scalable infrastructure and 24x7x365 support. There is nothing to install, update, maintain or support.
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                Industry Recognition
              

              
                uCertify is one of the most decorated education technology companies in educational award's history with 35 CODiE awards n the past nine years. Making it one of the most decorated EdTech companies in Award’s history
uCertify was also named one of the 2016's trendsetters with traction by ETIN SIIA.
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